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 What this page provides ? for whom?
This page is designed to provide the study resources required by the relative subject. Msbte model answer paper, question paper, syllabus, sample question paper , Notes and all other related resources are available on this single page. The page is designed to give all resources related to msbte diploma engineering on one single page. Students and teacheres are advised to comment if they found any missing information or any other issues. This is the unique website to provide the exact content for the students and teachers community. Admin of this website asks students and users to get registered account. Also to send their own notes if they wish to publish on this website which can be beneficial to the students community. Msbte model answers are very useful for studying the as it is gold standard for the student to check their answer against. Model answer paper also provides the marking scheme as it is useful for the evaluation purpose and focus in studies.
              Msbte model answer paper is always helpful to the student to do the exact study. It saves the time of students in searching the several reference books and text books. Model answer paper provides the exact answers to the students questions alongwith the marking scheme. Very few boards and universities provide the model answer papers for the students. Msbte is an autonomous body of government of maharashtra which provides the technical and non technical short duration cources for the diploma engineering. Msbte is very renowned institute and is very punctual in conducting exams and then giving results. Msbte has kept its syllabus continuously updating and upgrading as per the technology changes and demands of the industry.
                When the syllabus is to be changes msbte consults the industry experts as well as field experts to get the valuable inputs . With these inputs Msbte designs the syllabus so that the outgoing technician will have the knowledge ability and skills enough to  face the real life challenges during the work tenure.
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 This website is NOT official website of Maharashtra state board of technical education (MSBTE). This website is developed to help the student preparing diploma engineering exams under MSBTE. This website aims to provide the study resources such as question papers,model answers, simple notes, tuition videos and power point presentations needed for preparing the exam of MSBTE.



 



